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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Context: Software crowdsourcing platforms typically employ extrinsic rewards such as rating or ranking systems to motivate workers.
Such rating systems are noisy and only provide limited knowledge
about worker’s preference and performance.
Goal: The objective of this study is to empirically investigate
patterns and effects of worker behaviour in software crowdsourcing
platform in order to improve the success and efficiency of software
crowdsourcing.
Method: First, we create the bipartite network of active workers
based on common registration for tasks. Then, we use ClausetNewman-Moore graph clustering algorithm to identify developer
clusters in the network. Finally, we conduct empirical evaluation to
measure and analyze workers behaviour per identified cluster in the
platform by workers’ ranking. More specifically, workers behaviour
is analyzed based on worker reliability, worker trustworthiness,
and worker success as measures for workers’ performance, worker
efficiency, and worker elasticity to represent workers’ preferences,
and worker contest, worker confidence, and worker deceitfulness
to understand workers’ strategies. The empirical study is conducted
on more than one year’s real-world data from topcoder, one of the
leading software crowdsourcing platforms.
Results: We identify four clusters of active workers: mixed ranked,
high ranked, mid ranked, and low ranked. Based on statistical analysis, this study can only support that the low ranked group associates
with the highest reliable workers with average reliability of 25%,
while mixed ranked group contains the most trustworthy workers
with average trustworthiness of 16%.
Conclusions: These findings are helpful for task requesters to
understand preferences and relations among unknown resources
in the platform and plan for task success in a more effective and
efficient manner in software crowdsourcing platform.

• Software and its engineering → Software development process management; • Information systems → Data analytics.
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INTRODUCTION

Crowdsourced software development (CSD) has gained increased
popularity in recent years, however, there are many risks associated
with it. Major risks are associated with the uncertainties on both
the number of registrants and quality of the received submissions
from the unknown workers [37] [34] [10]. This raises the challenge on how to engage unknown workers and trust on their work
[35]. To encourage contribution and engagement of crowdworkers, crowdsourcing platforms employ the use of extrinsic rewards
such as rating [6]. To that end, crowdsourcing platforms employ
different reputation systems to manage crowd rating based on their
participation history. For example, HITs rate is used in Amazon
Mechanical Turk [10], and numeric developer rating based on Elo
rating algorithm is used in TopCoder [30] . However, such rating
systems are noisy since the reliability or reputations of the workers are often unknown [17], and only provide limited knowledge
about worker’s preference and performance. Also, according to
competitive exclusion principle[15][25], rating systems can provide
advantages for a group of workers over others in competition. This
advantage can result in frequent win of higher ranked workers in
competitions.
In general, competing for success over shared tasks among different ranked workers creates a complex network of workers. To
understand the dynamic among workers in the network, it is essential to identify the existing clusters in this network and investigate
the behaviour of crowd workers per cluster. To that end, we need
to develop a better understanding of the sensitivity in worker preference, performance, and engagement [37] [19][32][20] per cluster.
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To the best of our knowledge, there is no investigation on impact
of workers behaviour among different cluster of crowd workers on
workers performance and success.
The objective of this study is to empirically investigate patterns
and impact of crowd workers performance and preferences in software crowdsourcing platform in order to improve the success and
efficiency of software crowdsourcing. In this study, we first present
a motivational example to shed light on the identification of four
identified cluster of workers in software crowdsourcing platform.
Then, we propose an empirical evaluation framework, and develop
an approach to characterizing and analyzing workers behaviour in
each identified cluster of workers. More specifically, this includes
grouping similar ranked workers, and then studying the worker
preference, performance and strategy per cluster. The empirical
study is conducted on more than one year’s real-world data from
topcoder1 , the leading software crowdsourcing platform with an
online community of over 1.5M workers and 55k mini-tasks. The
evaluation results show that: 1) there are four active clusters of
workers in the pool of workers: mixed ranked, high ranked, mid
ranked, and low ranked; 2) lower ranked group provide the highest
level of reliable workers to make a submission; 3) mixed ranked
group respect their expertise to compete fairly on a task; 4) mixed
ranked group apply strategies to assure their success.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces a motivating example that inspires this study. Section
III presents background and related work. Section IV outlines our
research design. Section V presents the empirical results. Section
VI discusses the key findings of our study. Section VII presents the
conclusion and outlines a number of directions for future work.
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Figure 1: Overview of Motivating Example
runner up. It is possible that worker VI plan strategies based on
“Hawk-Dove” game [26], in which less aggressive competitors will
yield to aggressive competitors. In crowdsourced environments,
workers historical score rate would directly affect on the final competition [1], and can be used to identify easier competition [24].
This observation motivated us to investigate patterns and effect of
workers choices in task competitions. We believe the result of such
study enabling task requests to understand workers preferences
and relations in the platform and plan for task success in a more
efficient manner.

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Figure 1 depicts a motivating example with task selection, task status, workers expertise ranking and competition information among
six workers and five tasks. The information on top of each workers
are workers ID and workers expertise rank based on topcoder fivelevel rating belt definition2 and number of task registration and
submission (WR,WS). The number under the tasks represents task
ID, task status (C = complete and F = failed), and the number of
workers registration and submissions (R,S). As it is shown in figure
1, three of workers are high ranked (i.e Yellow, and Blue), one is mid
ranked (i.e Green) and the other two are lower ranked from Gray
belt. Worker VI is registering for two tasks and won both, while
worker III won one of the three tasks s/he registered. Workers IV
and V became the runner up for one of the tasks they registered.
The information provided from choice of task per worker enable
us to create the network of workers and study their behaviour.
Figure 2 illustrates the network of workers based on the common
choice in registering for tasks. According to the network of workers,
worker VI is a high ranked worker (i.e Blue) and won both tasks
s/he registered for while competing against lower ranked workers(
Green and Gray workers). Interestingly other successful workers
(i.e worker III, worker IV, and worker V) had a diverse competitors
in terms of experience level when they won a tasks or became
1 https://www.topcoder.com/
2 https://www.topcoder.com/member-onboarding/understanding-yourtopcoder-

rating/

Figure 2: Network of Workers of the Motivating Example

3 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
3.1 Workers Cluster in Crowdsourcing
To encourage contribution and engagement, many communities
including crowdsourcing adopt the use of extrinsic rewards such as
ranking as game elements for workers to compete in a non-gaming
context [6]. Extrinsic rewards can increase the overall workers’
engagement and commitment[3][4], motivation [33][31][5] and
collaboration [14], since they address a type of social need for some
community members[27]. In a CSD platform, a competitive environment not only influences the decisions of workers regarding
which tasks to register and submit but also how they react to their
peers. Therefore, many challenges in crowdsourcing such as worker
motivation [33][31][5], collaboration [18], creativity [38][20]and
performance and trust [22][35] can be tackled from online communities aspect [39].
The principle of online communities have been used to improve
the quality of performance of crowd workers[9]. Also it is reported
that crowd workers take collective action to improve their own
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working situation[28]. Moreover, defining cluster of workers in
the pool of crowd workers is beneficial for both platform and task
owner in different ways such as workers loyalty to the platform,
collaboration among workers and trust [39].

3.2

Workers Performance in Crowdsourcing

Software workers’ arrival to the platform and the pattern of taking
tasks to completion are factors that shape the worker dynamic
in a crowdsourcing platform, however, the reliability in returning
the qualified tasks creates the dynamic of the platform. Generally,
not only would the award associated with the task influence the
workers’ interests in competitions[36], the number of registrants
for the task, the number of submissions by individual workers,
and certainly the workers’ historical score rate would directly affect their final performance [21][30]. For newcomers or beginners,
there is a time window required to improve and to develop into
an active worker [11]. Therefore, it is typical that the workers
need to communicate with the task owner in order to better understand the problems to be solved [20]. Existing studies show
that over time, registrants gain more experience, exhibit better performance, and consequently gain higher scores [11] [2] [20]. Still,
there are workers who manage not only to win but also to raise
their submission-to-win ratio [8]. This motivate workers to develop
behavioral strategies in topcoder [1] [2]. Moreover, the ranking
mechanism used by topcoder contributes to the efficiency of online
competition and provides more freedom of choice for higher rate
workers in terms of controlling competition level [1].

3.3
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RESEARCH DESIGN

Crowd workers are exchanging information and developing professional or social contacts. Such interaction leads to creation of a
complex network, in which mutual motivation factors and personal
preferences in taking a task among workers creates different clusters. Workers in each cluster are densely connected to each other
and loosely connected to the workers in the other clusters in the
network of workers [23].
In this study, to investigate dynamic behaviour patterns of crowd
workers’ in terms of performance, preference, and finally strategies
in taking and submitting tasks based on different workers’ clusters, a preliminary analysis is conducted using data from topcoder
platform.

4.1

Empirical Evaluation Framework

To develop a better understanding of the workers’ dynamics in different clusters of workers in task supply and execution, we design
four evaluation study to investigate the differences in the preferences, performances, and strategies of workers in each identified
cluster; and effect of each cluster on delivering successful crowdsourcing tasks is studied.
The proposed evaluation framework is illustrated in figure 3.
Next, we explain the analysis steps and introduce a few working
definitions used in this framework.

Competition Strategies in Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing a project inherently involves a concern for how
reliable and trustworthy the unknown crowd workers are [35]. It is
reported that unreliable workers are not very interested in taking
novel tasks that require creativity and abstract thinking [10] . Due
to the diversity of workers with different individual skill levels, it is
not practical for the requester to evaluate all the workers’ trustworthiness [35], nor is there a clear record of workers’ interaction in the
pool of workers [10]. This fact creates a trust network among the
worker community itself; which is a result of workers’ rating, skill
set and history of winning a task. Such networks creates opportunities for workers to apply different strategies and assure their success
and increasing their rank in the system. One primary example is
rank-boosting [16] in Amazon Mechanical Turk, where workers
mostly register for easy tasks or fake tasks that they themselves
are uploading in order to increase their rating, or distorted pursuit
[35], in which workers quickly submit a possibly correct answer
in order increase their benefits instead of working on the task and
submitting acceptable answer. Another example is detecting cheap
talk phenomena [12][1] in topcoder. In CSD, higher rated workers have more freedom of choice in comparison with lower rated
workers and can successfully affect the registration of lower rated
workers. To assure a softer and easier competition level, higher
rated workers register early for some specific projects while lower
rated workers must wait for higher rated workers to make their
choice.

Figure 3: Main Flow of the Proposed Empirical Evaluation
Framework and Relationship to Research Questions

4.1.1 Workers’ Network. We created a bipartite network of active workers based on the number of common registered tasks
among workers and detected the existed clusters in the network.
To detect the existed clusters, we applied Clauset-Newman-Moore
greedy modularity maximization algorithm [7], one of the most
used graph clustering methods. This algorithm is hierarchical agglomeration therefor it supports graph classes and does not consider
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edge weights. The algorithm begins with each node in its own cluster and joins the pair of clusters that makes the most increase in
modularity until no such pair exists. As the result of this analysis, we identified four clusters of workers in the network of active
workers. This analysis helps us to reveal the hidden relation among
the workers in the network.
Each cluster is a subset of the whole network of active workers
[13]. Therefore, each identified cluster should contain different type
of workers in terms of expertise, and ranks. We followed topcoder
rating belt, introduced in part 4.3, and grouped workers per cluster
to 5 different belts of Gray, Green, Blue, Yellow, and Red. This
helps us to investigate workers behaviour per identified cluster of
workers. Since, in the entire dataset, we only had eight workers
from Red belt (i.e 0.16% of workers), this group of workers will be
ignored in further analysis.
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4.1.2 Worker Performance. In this study, worker performance is defined as a tuple of worker reliability (𝑅𝐿𝑖 ), worker trustworthiness
(𝑇 𝐿𝑖 ) and worker success (𝑆𝐿𝑖 ). Worker reliability is the probability
of receiving a submission by workers in the same cluster of workers, while worker trustworthiness is the probability of receiving
a valid submission by worker in the same cluster; worker success
represents the probability of a worker making a valid submission
and win in the same cluster.
Note that each worker is a tuple of the number of registrations
(𝑅𝑘 ), number of submissions (𝑆𝐾 ), and the number of valid submissions (𝑉 𝑆𝑘. ).
𝑊 𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 = (𝑅𝐿𝑖 ,𝑇 𝐿𝑖 , 𝑆𝐿𝑖 )
Worker reliability, worker trustworthiness, and worker success
are defined as below:
Def. 1: Worker Reliability Level, 𝑅𝐿𝑖 , Representing the ratio of
the worker i registrations, 𝑆𝑖 , to the total registrations by his/her
cluster, 𝐶𝑅𝑘 .
Í𝑛
𝑆𝑖
𝑅𝐿𝑖 = Í𝑛 𝑖=0
𝐶𝑅
𝑘
𝑘=0

Figure 4: Identified Clusters in the Network of Active Workers
Identified Clusters: Figure 4 shows the four identified clusters
in the dataset. Based on the diversity of workers’ experience rank,
table 2, per identified cluster, the four cluster are named as:
(1) Mixed Ranked, contains the largest group of workers with a
diverse expertise rate.
(2) High Ranked, represents the second largest group of workers, also it contains the largest group of higher experienced
ranked workers(Yellow and Blue).
(3) Mid Ranked, as the third largest cluster represents the highest
number of average experienced ranked workers (Green and
Blue).
(4) Low Ranked, presents the smallest cluster which also created
with mostly lower experienced ranked workers (Gray).
Then, for each cluster, we measured 4 different network analysis metrics, namely, "Number of Common Neighbors", "Worker
Rank", "Closeness Centrality", and "Betweenness Centrality". The
definition of these metrics are as follow:
• Number of Common Neighbors (#𝐶𝑁 ): Measures the number
of common workers between any two workers in the subnetwork;
• Worker Rank (𝑊 𝑅): Counts the number and quality of links
to a worker to determine a rough estimate of how important
the worker is;
• Closeness Centrality (𝐶𝐶): Measures the average shortest distance from each worker in the cluster to the other workers;
• Betweenness Centrality (𝐵𝐶): Measures the extent to which a
worker lies on paths between other workers;

(1)

Tasks owners trust on receiving a qualified submission after
receiving a registration by a worker. Such level of trust is quantified
as Worker Trustworthiness Level.
Def. 2: Worker Trustworthiness Level, 𝑇 𝐿𝑖 , measures average
valid submission, 𝑉 𝑆𝑖 , for worker 𝑖 to register for tasks to compete
with the same Cluster workers, 𝐶𝑅𝑘𝑖 .
Í𝑛
𝑉 𝑆𝑖
𝑇 𝐿𝑖 = Í𝑛𝑖=0
𝐶𝑅
𝑘
𝑘=0

(2)

While receiving a valid submission increases workers trustworthiness, it does not guarantee the workers’ success. There are different reasons to not win a task even with a valid submission.
Therefore, a worker’s success level, in this research, is defined as a
function of the worker’s frequency of task winning and the other
cluster members’.
Def. 3: Worker Success Level, 𝑆𝐿𝑖 , measures average win 𝑊𝑖 , for
worker 𝑖 to register for tasks to compete with the same cluster
workers, 𝐶𝑦𝑅𝑘 .
Í𝑛
𝑊𝑖
𝑆𝐿𝑖 = Í𝑛 𝑖=0
𝐶𝑦𝑅
𝑘
𝑘=0

(3)

4.1.3 Worker Preference. Worker preference for worker 𝑖 is defined
as a tuple of the worker’s efficiency in working on a task that
requires worker’s skill set (𝐸𝐹𝑖 ) and workers’ elasticity involvement
with the other workers from the same cluster in a taken task (𝐸𝐿𝑖 ).
𝑊 𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 = (𝐸𝐹𝑖 , 𝐸𝐿𝑖 )
Worker efficiency, and worker elasticity are defined as follow:
To understand workers’ efficiency in performing a task, first
we need to understand workers’ proficiency in the requirement
technology to perform a task.
Def. 4: Worker 𝑖 Proficiency Level in the technology 𝑗, 𝑃𝐿𝑖,𝑗 , is
defined as worker 𝑖’s registration frequency,𝑊𝑇 𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑖,𝑗 , in tasks with
technology 𝑗 as a requirement compared to the total registration
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frequency by the all the workers in the same cluster for those tasks
.
𝑊𝑇 𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑖,𝑗
𝑃𝐿𝑖,𝑗 = Í𝑛
(4)
𝑊𝑇 𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑘,𝑗
𝑘=1

members rank and expertise in the platform in the CSD
platform;
• RQ2 (Worker Performance): How does different workers cluster impact workers’ performance?
Understanding worker reliability, worker trustworthiness
and worker success per identified worker cluster can be good
measure to indicate worker consistency to perform a task;
• RQ3 (Worker Preferences): How does different worker cluster
pattern impact workers’ preferences in taking a task?
The degree of worker efficiency, and worker elasticity per
identified cluster represent workers’ choice to get involved
and compete on tasks.
• RQ4 (Worker Strategy): How do workers from different identified cluster guarantee their winning in a competition?
The degree of worker contest, worker confidence, and worker
deceitfulness per identified cluster represent workers’ strategy to compete on tasks.

Def. 5: Worker Efficiency Level, 𝐸𝐹𝑖 , measures the average proficiency of workers 𝑃𝐿𝑖,𝑗 who register for tasks competing with the
same worker cluster, 𝐶𝑦𝑇𝑘 .
Í𝑛
𝑃𝐿𝑖,𝑗
𝐸𝐹𝑖 = Í𝑛𝑖=0
(5)
𝐶𝑦𝑇
𝑘
𝑖=0
In project 𝑘, the maximum number of registrants for the project
tasks from the all clusters, 𝑇𝐶𝑘 , and cluster 𝑙, 𝑅𝐶𝑘,𝑙 , is represented
as:
Def. 6: Cluster 𝑙 Elasticity, 𝐸𝐿𝑙 , is the ratio of the 𝑅𝐶𝑘,𝑙 , to 𝑇𝐶𝑘
Í𝑛
𝑅𝐶𝑘,𝑖
(6)
𝐸𝐿𝑖 = Í𝑖=0
𝑛 𝑇𝐶
𝑘
𝑖=0
4.1.4 Worker Strategy. Worker strategy is defined as tuple of Workers’ contest which is the ratio of number of registrants with lower
rank to total number of registrants on a task (𝐶𝑇𝑖 ), workers’ confidence in making a submission for a task (𝐶𝐿𝑖 ) and workers’ deceitfulness which is the probability of a worker register for a task an
the task starves (𝐷𝐿𝑖 ) .
𝑊 𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦𝑖 = (𝐶𝑇𝑖 , 𝐶𝐿𝑖 , 𝐷𝐿𝑖 )
Worker contest, worker confidence, and worker deceitfulness
are defined as follow:
Def. 7: Worker Contest Level, 𝐶𝑇𝑖 , measures the ratio of number
registrants for a task from lower ranked belt 𝐿𝑅𝑅 𝑗 to total task
competition level 𝑇𝐶 𝑗 on the task 𝑗 that worker 𝑖 registered for per
worker cluster.
Í𝑚
𝑗=0 𝐿𝑅𝑅 𝑗
(7)
𝐶𝑇𝑖 = Í𝑛
𝑖=0 𝑇𝐶 𝑗
Def. 8: Worker Confidence Level 𝐶𝐿𝑖 defines as the maximum
task competition level 𝑇𝐶𝐿 𝑗 that worker𝑖 make a submission for a
task.
𝐶𝐿𝑖 = max (𝑇𝐶𝐿𝑖 )

Dataset

The dataset from topcoder contains 403 individual projects including 4,907 component development tasks (ended up with 4,770 after
removing tasks with incomplete information) and 8,108 workers
from January 2014 to February 2015 (14 months). Tasks are uploaded
as competitions in the platform, where crowd software workers
would register and complete the challenges. When the workers
submit the final files, it will be reviewed by experts to check the
results and grant the scores. This flow creates dynamic attributes
of workers that influences successful task delivery in the platform.
4.3.1 Data Preparation. The introduced dataset contains tasks attributes such as required technology, platform, task description, task
status, monetary prize, days to submit, registration date, submission
date, and workers attributes such as registration date, submission
date, valid submission, winning placement, winning status, rating
score, and winning score. In this step, workers’ performance, preferences and strategies metrics are not included.
We used available data and create attributes such as workers skillsets
(WTech), which is proxy by the number of technologies (#Tech)
required to perform taken tasks by the worker. We create binary
variables for each technology (Tech) required in each task, where:

(8)

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 : 𝑆𝑖 > 0
Def. 9: Worker deceitfulness Level, 𝐷𝐿𝑖 , measures the ratio of
number of tasks that worker 𝑖 registered for and starved (received
zero submission), 𝑆𝑇𝑖 , to total number of tasks that worker 𝑖 registered for 𝑅𝑖 .
Í𝑛
𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝐷𝐿𝑖 = Í𝑖=0
(9)
𝑛 𝑅
𝑖=0 𝑖

4.2

4.3

Research Questions

Four research questions are formulated as following:
• RQ1 (Workers Cluster Patterns): How do workers distribute
in different cluster in a competitive CSD?
This research question aims at providing general overview
of workers’ distribution per identified cluster based on the

(
𝑊𝑇 𝑒𝑐ℎ(𝑥, 𝑠) =

1 worker x is an expert in technology s
0 otherwise

We create a dataset of worker attributes for each identified cluster. The summary of metrics definition used in the analysis are
presented in Table 1.
Workers’ Rate: TopCoder adopts a numeric worker rating system
based on Elo rating algorithm Elo rating is a method for calculating
the relative skill levels of players in competitor-versus-competitor
games [30]. Based on this numeric rating and a five-level rating
scheme, TopCoder divides worker community into 5 groups. The 5
worker groups are defined into 5 belts of Red, Yellow, Blue, Green
and Gray, which corresponds to the highest skillful workers to
the lowest ones[30]. The numeric ratings are with respect to three
different task categories including algorithm, marathon matches
and development, following sophisticated calculation algorithm.
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Table 1: Summary of Metrics Definition
Type

Metrics
# Registration (R)
# Submissions (𝑆𝑖,𝑡,𝑘 )

Workers Attributes
# Valid Submissions (𝑉 𝑆𝑖,𝑡,𝑘 )

Win (𝑊𝑖,𝑡,𝑘 )

WorkersTasks
Attributes

Task Status
Task Competition Level (TC)
# Starved Tasks (ST)
Technologies (Tech)
Platform (PLT)
Worker expertise (WTech)

Definition
Number of registrants that are willing to compete on total number of tasks in specific
period of time.
A binary variable correspond to registration 𝑡 of worker 𝑖 in cluster 𝑘, equal to 1 for a
submission and zero for lack of submission by its submission deadline in specific period
of time.
a binary variable correspond to registration 𝑡 of worker 𝑖 in cluster 𝑘, equal to 1 for a
submission and zero for lack of a submission by task’s submission deadline and passed
the peer review and labeled as either completed or active.
A binary variable correspond to registration 𝑡 of worker 𝑖 in cluster 𝑘, equal to 1 for a
submission and zero for lack of a submission that pass the peer review and labeled as
active submission.
Completed or failed task.
Total number of workers to register and are willing to compete on a task.
Number of Tasks that receives zero submission by its submission deadline and failed.
Number of technologies used in task.
Number of platforms used in task.
Number of technologies and platforms used in tasks that worker compete on.

Table 2: Summary of Different Workers’ Belt [29]
Workers’ Belt
Gray
Green
Blue
Yellow
Red

Rating Range(X)
𝑋 < 900
900 < 𝑋 < 1200
1200 < 𝑋 < 1500
1500 < 𝑋 < 2200
𝑋 > 2200

Workers%
90.02%
2.88%
5.39%
1.54%
0.16%

p(qualified Sub)
0.25
0.45
0.39
0.6
0.6

We followed topcoder rating algorithm to identify the workers
belonging to different rating belt in our dataset. Table 2 summarize
the distribution of workers in different rating belt in our dataset.
Active Workers: To identify active workers in the dataset, we
grouped workers’ attribute per month and labeled workers who
had minimum one registration as active worker. This reduced the
number of workers from 8180 to 2259. Then, we created the network
of active workers based on frequency in common task registration.

4.4

Empirical Study Design

To empirically investigate the evaluation framework, we design
analysis to answer the four research questions in section 4.2 and
conduct experiments using real-world data collected over a period of more than one year, section 4.3. Figure 3 summarizes the
steps associated with the study conducted. In the following subsections, details related to the workers’ cluster pattern, workers’
performance analysis, workers’ preference analysis and workers
strategies analysis are presented.
4.4.1 Decision Variables. In any type of study there are 3 types
of decision variables, namely dependent, independent and control
variables.
The independent variables are the ones which values are not
affected by the other variables in the system. In this research the
independent variables are registration (R), submissions (S), valid
Submissions (VS), and win (W).

On the other hand there are dependent variables, which are
extracted from either the independent variables or the other dependent variables. In this research variables defined in section 4.1,
i.e equations 1 to 9 such as worker reliability level, worker trustworthiness, worker success level, and worker confidence level, are
the dependent variables. The dependent variables are used to provide a tangible understanding toward workers’ preferences and
performances.
Also, there is a subset of independent variables named as control variables. The control variables are representative of workers’
decisions making and directly impact their performances. In this research workers’ registration (R) and submissions (S) are the control
variable.

4.4.2 Workers’ Cluster Pattern. Workers’ cluster pattern helps to
identify the existed cluster of workers among the active workers in
our dataset. To identify existed clusters w we perform the following:
first, we analyzed the worker-worker relation by calculating the
number of times both workers were competing on a same tasks. This
analysis provided us with a dataset of "source", "target" and "weight",
in which source was the chosen worker, target is worker who had
similar or partially similar competition history with the source, and
weight is frequency of both source and target registered for the
same task. Using this dataset we created the bipartite network of
workers.
Second, we identified existed clusters in the network of workers. For identifying the existed clusters we used Clauset-NewmanMoore greedy modularity algorithm [7] as one of the most used
graph clustering methods. In this step we found four active clusters
with diverse combination of workers.
Third, we analyzed each clusters by different metrics of number
of common neighbors, worker rank in the network, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality. Also, we took a deeper look on
the workers diversity in terms of expertise level based on topcoder
definition [30].
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(1) Mixed Ranked contains the largest group of workers with
a very mix expertise rate. This cluster, on average, has 52
common workers per each pair of workers. Each worker
has 0.6 probability to be close to closest neighbour and 0.2
probability to be in another worker shortest path. Also, the
average worker rank is 0.07, which means there is 7% chance
that a worker is competing on a task against a highly similar
worker;
(2) High Ranked represents the second largest group of workers;
it contains the largest group of higher ranked workers (15%
Blue and 11% Yellow) among all four clusters. Interestingly,
workers in this cluster have the average largest number of
common neighbour (i.e. 88) with standard deviation of 51.
The closeness centrality is 0.59 and average betweenness
centrality is 0.018 with average worker rank of 0.07;

#CN

WR

CC

BC

Mixed Ranked

Gray: 52%
Green: 30%
Blue: 11%
Yellow: 7%

Mean

52

0.07

0.6

0.02

Std

21

0.056 0.087 0.056

Gray: 59%
Green: 15%
Blue: 15%
Yellow: 11%

Mean

88

0.07

850

We identified four clusters in the network of workers in our dataset.
Then, we applied four most common network analysis metrics on
the identified clusters to understand the dynamic of workers within
them. Based on the result of these analysis, we defined clusters as:

Rate Belt

Std

51

0.056 0.088 0.055

Gray: 44%
Green: 36%
Blue: 12%
Yellow: 8%

Mean

65

0.075 0.60

305

5 EMPIRICAL RESULTS
5.1 Workers Cluster Pattern (RQ1)

# Workers

Std

35

0.057 0.090 0.058

Gray: 72%
Green: 11%
Blue: 12%
Yellow: 5%

Mean

37

0.060 0.58

0.021

Std

23

0.064 0.11

0.063

High Ranked

906

Cluster

Mid Ranked

4.4.5 Workers’ Strategy Analysis. We investigate the potential strategies that higher ranked workers (Blue and Yellow belt) may take per
cluster to assure easier competition level and their success. To that
end we looked into workers’ confidence, the average task competition level that a higher ranked worker make a submission. Then we
looked at the workers contest which is the ratio of number of lower
ranked workers register for the task that higher ranked workers
registered too. And finally, workers’ deceitfulness is the probability
of a higher ranked worker registered for a task and the task starved.
The result of this part is relevant since it is an indication of fairness
in a competition per identified cluster of workers.

Table 3: Summary of Identified Clusters

198

4.4.4 Workers’ Preference Analysis. We investigate the preference
of different ranked workers per cluster to get involved in a task
by looking into workers’ efficiency and elasticity. The probability
of a worker register for a task with same technical requirements
of workers expertise reports as worker efficiency, and the ratio of
maximum number of registrant per task in a project per cluster
by the maximum number of registrant per task in a project in the
platform provides worker elasticity.

(3) Mid Ranked contains 305 members from the pool of active
workers and represents the highest level of mid ranked workers with 48% population from Green and Blue belt. On average, each workers have 65 common neighbors with average
closest centrality 0.6 and average betweenness centrality of
0.012. Also the average worker rank is 0.075;
(4) Low Ranked presents the smallest cluster which also created
with mostly lowest ranked workers. Workers in this cluster
on average have 37 common neighbors with closeness centrality of 0.58 and betweeness centrality of 0.21. Also, each
worker on average receives the degree of importance of 0.06.
Table 3 summarized the details of each cluster.

Low Ranked

4.4.3 Workers’ Performance Analysis. We investigate the performance of different ranked workers per cluster by looking into
workers’ reliability, trustworthiness and success. The probability
of a worker make a submission after registered for a task will be
reported as worker reliability, the probability of a submission passes
the peer review and labeled as valid submission provides workers
trustworthiness, and the probability of a submission passed the peer
review and labeled as win provides workers success. In topcoder,
crowd worker’s reliability of competing on the tasks is measured
based on last 15 competitions workers registered and submitted.
For example, if a worker submitted 14 tasks out of 15 last registered
tasks, his reliability is 93% (14/15).
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—

—

—

—

0.59

0.018

0.012

Finding 1.1: High ranked cluster provides the highest level of
interaction among it’s member.
Finding 1.2: Workers in low ranked cluster have highest probability to register for the same task as any other pair of two workers
in the same cluster.

5.2

Worker Performance (RQ2)

In order to have a better understanding of workers’ performance, we
studied workers reliability, trustwortiness and success per cluster.
To do so, we created four different datasets based on the identified
clusters of workers in the network, then we calculated each of the
metrics per dataset.
Worker Reliability: According to Figure 5, while high ranked
cluster correspond to an increasing trend of worker reliability as
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workers’ belts increase from 0% in Gray to 13% in Yellow. Interestingly, mixed and mid ranked clusters seem to follow the similar
pattern, in both clusters Gray and Blue workers are among the
highest reliable workers. while in mid ranked cluster both Blue and
Gray workers provide the same level reliability of 17%; in mixed
ranked cluster, Blue workers provide slightly higher level of reliability than Gray workers (i.e 26% and 24%). Also, in the mixed ranked,
Green workers are the least reliable workers with the reliability
score of 13%; in the mid ranked cluster, Yellow workers bring the
lowest level of reliability (i.e 2%). Moreover, the highest reliability
among workers belongs to Green belt from low ranked cluster with
45% reliability. The second lowest level of reliability among the low
ranked (Blue workers) is equal to the highest level of reliability that
mid ranked workers can provide (i.e 17%). And, the second highest
reliable workers in the low ranked cluster are Yellow belt workers
with reliability of 24% and the lowest reliability belongs to Gray
workers with 13%.
We ran repeated measure one-way ANOVA test on the worker
reliability result from the four different worker cluster. Based on
ANOVA test results, the worker reliability is significantly different
across the existed cluster since the p-value is 0.025.
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Figure 6: Average Workers’ Trustworthiness per Belt per
Cluster of Workers
the competition at the same time. Therefore, we analyzed workers
success based on different workers’ ranked belts in different clusters
of workers. Figure 7 illustrates the average workers’ success per
cluster. As it is shown in Figure 7, mixed ranked cluster contains
the highest successful workers with success level of 45%, 51% , 72%
and 50% for Gray, Green, Blue and Yellow belts, respectively. The
second cluster with overall highest success level is mid ranked,
with highest success rate from the Gray belt with 45% followed by
Yellow, Green and Blue belts for 32%, 28% and 26%, respectively.
Low ranked cluster is the third place in workers success level with
on average 16% lower than mid ranked cluster. The highest success
level in this cluster belongs to Gray workers for 23% followed by
Green and Yellow for 17% each. However, the high ranked cluster
has the lowest overall success rate, it contains the most successful
workers in the pool of workers. Gray belt from this cluster have 67%
success. ANOVA test showed that worker reliability is significantly
different among all four clusters with p-value of 0.047.

Figure 5: Average Worker Reliability per Belt per Cluster of
Workers
Worker Trustworthiness: Besides attracting reliable workers to
make a submission, it is important to trust on the workers’ submissions. Hence, we investigate workers’ trustworthiness ratio in
returning valid submission. Figure 6 represents the distribution of
workers’ trustworthiness ratio among different workers’ belt per
cluster. The mixed ranked cluster provides the highest trustworthy
workers among all the clusters. Green workers in this cluster are
the most trustworthy workers with 27% of trust following by Gray
and Yellow workers with 15% and 12% trust level, respectively; the
Blue workers of mixed ranked cluster only provide 6% of trust. The
high ranked cluster contains the least trustworthy workers, while
Gray and Green workers in high ranked cluster provide trust level
of 1% and 0%; the Blue and Yellow workers are as much trustworthy as their same ranked peers in low ranked cluster (1% and 4%
respectively). Also, Gray workers in mid ranked cluster and Green
belt workers of low ranked cluster provide 11% of trust. ANOVA
test showed that different clusters significantly influence workers’
trustworthiness (i.e. p-value is 0.022).
Worker Success: Workers’ performance can be analyzed based
on workers’ capability of returning a valid submission and win

Figure 7: Average Workers’ Success Per Belt per Cluster of
Workers
Finding 2.1: Workers in the mix ranked cluster on average provide
a higher level of trustworthiness and success, however, workers in
the low ranked cluster are the most reliable ones.

5.3

Worker Preference (RQ3)

For adaptive teams to leverage CSD to increase team elasticity, it is
critical to understand crowd worker’s sensitivity and preference
in taking tasks and rate of team elasticity for them. Therefore, we
studied the workers efficiency and workers elasticity per different
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cluster of workers. we calculated each of the metrics per cluster
dataset.
Worker Efficiency: Workers’ efficiency can be analyzed based on
workers’ preferences for performing tasks with requirements from
the works’s list of expertise. We analyzed workers efficiency based
on different workers ranked belts in different clusters of workers.
Figure 8 displays the average workers’ efficiency per cluster. As
it is shown, by increasing workers rank, in mixed ranked cluster,
efficiency levels increases. While Gray workers choose to compete
on tasks with on average 28% expertise efficiency, Green workers
provide 36% efficiency following by 40% efficiency for both Blue
and Yellow workers. On the other hand, in mid ranked cluster, by
increasing workers rank, efficiency level follows a flat U-shape.
Workers in Gray belt provide the highest level of efficiency on this
cluster with 21%, following by 18% efficiency from Yellow workers.
The lowest level of efficiency comes from Green workers with 15%
efficiency and Blue workers with 16% efficiency.
The average level of efficiency for entire cluster puts high ranked
cluster in the second place after mixed rank cluster with 35% efficiency. In this cluster, Gray and Blue workers have higher efficiency
level than mixed ranked (i,e 38% and 52%, respectively) while Green
and Yellow workers provide much less efficiency than their peers in
mixed ranked cluster with 18% and 34%, respectively. In low ranked
group, Gray, Blue, and Yellow workers provide efficiency levels less
than 5%, however, Green worker have on average 48% efficiency.
This puts Green workers from low raked cluster in the second place
after Blue workers from high ranked cluster.
ANOVA test showed that worker efficiency is not significantly
different among all four clusters with p-value of 0.078.
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30% elasticity, followed by Green workers with 12% , Gray workers
with 8% and Blue workers with 5% elasticity. In high ranked cluster,
Yellow workers bring the highest level of elasticity in the table for
23%, followed by Green workers with 17% elasticity and both Blue
and Gray workers have 10% worker elasticity. In mid ranked cluster,
Blue workers provide 13% worker elasticity, Yellow have 8% , Gray
7% and Green 6% worker elasticity. These observations provide mid
ranked cluster with the least level of elasticity of, on average, 8%.
The result of the ANOVA test showed that task workers elasticity
is not significantly different across all four workers clusters (i.e.
p-value is 0.45).

Figure 9: Average Workers’ Elasticity Per Belt per Cluster of
Workers
Finding 3.1: In general workers in mixed ranked cluster prefer to
work on tasks that they have higher expertise on. Blue workers from
high ranked cluster are bringing the maximum worker efficiency
followed by Green workers in low ranked cluster.
Finding 3.2: On average, workers from low ranked cluster provide
higher worker elasticity in taking tasks from same group of tasks.

5.4

Worker Strategy (RQ4)

To understand the strategies that workers with higher ranked in
each cluster may take to guarantee their success or having easier
competition level per task, we analyzed worker confidence, worker
contest, and worker deceitfulness for high ranked group of workers
per cluster. Table 4 summarized these metrics.
Figure 8: Average Workers’ Efficiency Per Belt per Cluster of
Workers
Workers Elasticity: After understanding different patterns of
workers efficiency for each cluster, we investigate the workers
elasticity in crowdsourced tasks per workers ranked belt per cluster.
Figure 9 illustrates the distribution of workers elasticity per worker
belt per cluster. Low ranked cluster provides highest level of worker
elasticity with the average of 16% . In details, this cluster of workers
has 21% elasticity for Blue workers, following with 17% for Green
and 15% for Gray. Yellow workers in this cluster provide the minimum level of elasticity of 12%. Both mixed and high ranked clusters
provide almost same level of elasticity of, on average, 14%. Interestingly, workers in both clusters follow almost the same pattern. In
mixed ranked cluster, Yellow workers provide the highest level of

Table 4: Average Workers’ Strategy per Cluster of Workers
Cluster
Mixed Ranked
High Ranked
Mid Ranked
Low Ranked

𝑅
12
11
13
10

𝐶𝐿
2
4
6
3

𝐶𝑇
0.85
0.70
0.75
0.79

𝐷𝐿
0.25
0.21
0.13
0.20

Worker Confidence: As it is presented in table 4, high rank workers from mixed ranked cluster register for tasks with on average 12
registrants, however, they have the confidence to submit the tasks
which received one more registrants beside them (i.e 2). In high
ranked cluster, workers have a confidence level of 3 which means
they make a submission when they are competing with another 3
workers. High ranked workers from this cluster register for tasks
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with, on average, 11 registrants. Mid ranked cluster workers register
to compete on tasks with, on average, 13 registrants, however, their
confidence level of making a submissions is 6 registrants per task
. And, low rank cluster workers have the submissions confidence
level of 3, while they register for tasks with average registration of
10.
Worker Contest: According to table 4, higher ranked workers
in mixed ranked cluster try to have the easiest competition with
contest level of, on average, 0.85. This means these workers register
for tasks when, on average, 85% of registrants are from lower to
mid ranked belts ( i.e 10 out of 12). Workers from low ranked cluster
are in the second rate of easy competition with contest level of 0.79,
following by mid ranked cluster which has the contest level of 0.75.
Workers from high ranked cluster have the contest level of 0.7 (8 out
of 11 workers are from lower to mid ranked belt). These group are
having the hardest competition level in terms of opponent expertise
level among their peers.
Worker Deceitfulness: Mid ranked cluster provides the lowest
level of worker deceitfulness, on average 0.13. Low and high ranked
clusters are very close with 0.20 and 0.21 degree of deceitfulness,
respectively. Interestingly, the highest level of deceitfulness belongs
to mixed ranked cluster with 0.25.
Finding 4.1: Higher ranked workers from mix ranked cluster not
only have the lowest confidence in making submissions, but also
have the highest level of deceitfulness.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Workers Cluster Patterns
We found four worker cluster patterns in a network of workers. We
identified that workers from high ranked cluster have the highest
level of interaction among their cluster members, finding 1.1. Also,
we observed that workers in low ranked cluster have the highest
probability to register for the same task as any other pair of two
workers in the same cluster, fining 1.2.

6.2

Workers Performance

To successfully crowdsource a software project in a CSD platform,
it is important to understand workers sensitivity and performance
in taking tasks. To that end, this research investigated workers’ reliability, workers’ trustworthiness, and workers’ success per detected
worker cluster. We observed that level of trustworthiness is higher
in a cluster with more fairness in terms of workers’ expertise level (
i.e mixed ranked),however, the highest level of reliability happened
in the cluster with least experienced workers, finding 2.1.

6.3

Worker Preference

To assure of having a successful project in CSD, beside the importance of attracting trustworthy and successful workers whom make
a valid and acceptable submission, it is crucial to make sure to attract efficient workers who not only deliver the task but also have
the required skill set to make a useful delivery. Also, to understand
the reliability of each cluster of workers in resource shortage in
per tasks, we analyzed workers’ elasticity level. And, the results of
investigating workers preference under different workers clusters
presented that in general cluster of workers with mixed ranked
expertise give higher weight to their skill sets for taking a new task,
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finding 3.1. And, the lower ranked cluster provides higher worker
elasticity and therefore lower risk of resource shortage. However,
there is no statistical difference among the clusters when analyzing
workers’ efficiency and elasticity, finding 3.2.

6.4

Worker Strategy

It is reported that higher rated workers are tempted to apply “cheap
talk” in order to soften their competition [2][1]. To understand
how higher ranked workers in different cluster may apply such
strategies we investigate workers’ confidence level in make a submission, workers’ contest in making sure they have a soft and easy
competition and workers’ deceitfulness to check the result of their
strategies/approach in task starvation. We observed that workers
from the mixed ranked cluster have higher potential in applying
strategies to assure their success, finding 4.1.

6.5

Threats to Validity

First, the study only focuses on competitive CSD tasks on the topcoder platform. Many more platforms do exist, and even though the
results achieved are based on a comprehensive set of about 5,000
development tasks, the results cannot be claimed externally valid.
There is no guarantee the same results would remain exactly the
same in other CSD platforms.
Second, there are many different factors that may influence workers’ preference, performance and decision in task selection and
completion. Our worker cluster approach is based on known taskworker attributes in topcoder. Different approaches may lead us to
different but almost similar results.
Third, the result is based on workers network only. Workers
communication was not considered in this research. In future we
need to add this level of research to the existing one.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To understand the probability of a probability of workers’ success
and fairness in a crowdsource platform, not only one should understand the active available cluster of workers in the platform but also,
they need to understand the workers performance, preference and
chosen strategy in competing on a task. This research investigated
available cluster of workers by applying Clauset-Newman-Moore
greedy algorithm and observed the workers behaviors within the
identified clusters. Then analyzed workers performance, preferences, and strategies per cluster based on workers rating level in
the platform.
Based on statistical analysis, this study can only support that the
low ranked cluster provide the highest reliability level and mixed
rand cluster contains the most trust worthiness workers.
In future, we would like to evaluate our finding in crowdsourced
software development practice and testing the scalability of them
in real time.
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